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Synopsis: As Chair of the Philosophical Society Todd details his first plan for the OT
Summary: Mentions projected costs and revenue, construction speed, completion date, rivalry with
Queensland, cooperation of First Nation peoples and use of timber and metal poles, etc
THE PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY. — TELEGRAPHIC CONNECTION WITH EUROPE.
The usual meeting of the Adelaide Philosophical Society was held at the Institute on Tuesday
evening, May 31. There were nearly 20 members and others present; Mr. Charles Todd presiding.
The Chairman read a letter of resignation from the Secretary, Mr. J. S. Lloyd, who was unable,
through press of business engagements, to continue to act in that capacity. Mr. Charles Babbage
was, on the motion of Mr. T. Robin, seconded by Mr. C. A. Wilson, appointed Secretary in his place;
and a vote of thanks to Mr. Lloyd for past services was unanimously carried. The Chairman then
made some remarks on the subject of telegraphic communication with Great Britain. He said he had
promised to prepare a paper on the subject, and in that case His Excellency the Governor would have
been present; but his official duties had prevented his doing so, and it was only late that afternoon
that he had thought of saying a few words on the subject, which was attracting public attention, and
would shortly be brought before Parliament. They would all be aware that lately a gentleman—
Commander Osborn— had visited South Australia on behalf of the Telegraphic Construction and
Maintenance Company. This Company had laid three Atlantic cables, one from Malta to Alexandria,
and a fifth cable between Suez and Bombay, now in successful operation. They were also
constructing a cable, or in course of laying one, from Falmouth to Gibraltar, and from there to Malta.
The proposal of the Company was to connect Ceylon or Madras with Singapore, and to lay a cable
from Singapore to Java, and from the east of Java to Port Darwin; and then it was contemplated by
the Company to construct a land line from Port Darwin to Burke Town, but the latter was not finally
decided upon, as the profit of the Company would lie in the construction of cable, and English
capitalists were hesitant to construct land lines through unknown country. The Government of
Queensland had with praiseworthy promptitude and enterprise, carried their lines to Cardwell,
Rockhampton Bay, and were now extending them to Burke Town: and a cable from Java to Burke
Town would place Australia in direct communication with Great Britain. Mr. Todd has remarked that it
was an erroneous supposition that Captain Osborn had permission to authorise or project a line from
Port Augusta to Port Darwin. His instructions were only to ask the Government for the necessary
facilities tor landing the cable at Port Darwin and going on to Burke Town. He (Mr. Todd) had
recommended to the Government 11 years ago a scheme for connecting Port Augusta with the
northern coast. This year they were having an unprecedentedly good season for the purpose and a
very heavy rainfall. In February the creeks 200 miles north of Mount Margaret were, he heard,
sufficiently full of water to be navigable by steamers. The gentleman who gave him the information
stated that the country 200 miles north of Mount Margaret, and east of Stuart's route, was better
grassed than the Gawler Plains in the best of seasons. There was a fortnightly mail to Mount
Margaret which would allow him to have the line inspected weekly. He should not recommend the
construction of the line in a season of drought, but now was a most favourable time, and one that
could not to be lost. Maintenance would be an easy matter, and he should have no difficulty as to
timber. If he could commence immediately, before the summer came on, he would have the line as far
as Termination Hill, or to the head of Lake Torrens. If there was any difficulty as to timber between
Termination Hill and the Hanson Range he should use iron poles, and he had a plan for using stunted
timber. If he could get poles 15 feet long, he should finish, them with gas piping. There would perhaps
be some difficulty on portions of the route as to water, but not much. He should carefully avoid plains
subject to inundation. One great difficulty in Queensland was the floods. The Superintendent of
Telegraphs in Queensland, Mr. Cracknell, reported an interruption in what would have to be their main
line for five weeks. The whole of the line to Burke Town would be subject to floods, and it would also
be within the influence of the monsoons. Mr. Cracknell, seeing these difficulties, suggested a cable
from Burke Town to the mouth of the Roper, and a land line to Port Darwin. There was no wish on his
part, nor, he thought, on the part of South Australia generally, to exclude Queensland from
participating in the benefits of the line he proposed. It would be a most selfish thing, after the
praiseworthy efforts of that colony to get her lines made to the Gulf of Carpentaria, and to connect
Europe with Australia. He advocated the line from Port Augusta to Port Darwin, as an electrician, as
being the shortest route and least liable to interruption, and Queensland would be invited to join them

at the Roper. As regarded the cost, he had set it down at an average of £80 a mile, or £130,000 as
the ultimate cost. This estimate was more likely to be over than under the actual cost. Having given
the matter very careful consideration, he did not think it would cost as much as he had said. Should
the work be authorized by Parliament, he hoped to have the line from Port Darwin to the Roper
surveyed and the poles cut before the next rainy season set in. South of the Roper the rain would be
an advantage. For constructing the line from Port Augusta northward he should put on a very large
party and get it up at the rate of two or three miles a day. It had been stated that the blacks would
retard operations and injure the lines, but he had always found them ready to assist and never to
injure, and they would report any damage. Lightning conductors would have to be used, and on
account of the natives periodically setting fire to the bush he should use in some places iron poles,
but he should be unable to get enough out in time in order to make them continuous. They would cost
about 24s. each, delivered at Port Augusta. They were not so heavy as guns, weighing only 1½ cwt
and could be carried into the interior by means of camels, a number of which had been kindly placed
at his disposal by Mr. R. B. Smith. The cable line would be completed by the end of the year 1871,
and it was a moral though not a legal obligation on the part of South Australia to have their portion
done by that time. As to the cost of maintenance, he did not anticipate it would be more than £6,000
or £7,000 a year, and he did not think the revenue would be less than £8,000. As to that, however, it
was impossible to give more than a guess. He estimated 25 messages each way per day, and he
considered the Australian trade would bear that. He thought the working expenses would be more
than paid for by the revenue, and telegraphic communication with the Northern Territory would do
more towards making it a successful settlement than anything else. He took it, however, that the
Northern Territory would never be a success unless taken up by capitalists and cultivated by Coolie
labour, and telegraphic communication would greatly facilitate this. In reply to Mr. M. Salom, Mr. Todd
said the Company would lay the cable to Port Darwin, and the land line from there to Burke Town,
without subsidy; and in course of further conversation he stated that there was no prospect of any
Company raising sufficient capital to construct a line via Western Australia, nor would the exclusive
rights, nor the subsidy asked for, be granted. The cost of each a line would be about £808,000. At the
conclusion of Mr. Todd's remarks, which were greeted with applause, he showed several samples of
cable wire. A vote of thanks was passed to him for the valuable information given. It was intended that
the Secretary should have read a selected article on the "Progress of the Colonies," but owing to the
lateness of the hour this was postponed. Mr. C. A. Wilson having read an account of an extraordinary
medical experiment, Mr. Adamson exhibited some maps he had made, showing the spots on the sun.
These were ordered to be photographed and placed with the records of the Society. The meeting
closed shortly before l0 o'clock.

